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SCIENTIFIC FACTS IN
THE BIBLE
Although the Bible is not scientific book it mentioned many scientific facts before the
science discovered them sometimes thousands of years earlier.
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Thou shalt learn

“apologetics”
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1 Peter 3:15 (rephrased)

CLICK HERE TO
GET EQUIPPED TO SURVIVE NIHILISTIC
CULTURE
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APOLOGETICS
PRESENTATION SERIES
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This is the second presentation in the Apologetics presentation series. The purpose of this series is to prepare our kids and youth and
everyone to survive the vicious attacks on Christianity and God in all the education and media system. We will post a new
presentation every 2-3 weeks. Look for subjects as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Did Science Kill God? (posted)
Where are we Heading (posted)
Big Bang or smoke screen (posted)
Creation antagonists witness (posted)
Evolution or delusion (posted)
Evolutionists Plight (posted)
It is Young World After all (under review)
Lies into Facts (& Back) (posted)
Reclaiming Culture (under review)
Satanic Aluminate – Doctrine that Damned America (under review)
Scientific facts in The Bible (Current)
Six days Creation
The Trojan of Deep Time

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Iron Clad Evidence
Humanoid- Myth or Truth
The Incredible Design of the Human Body
The Amazing Created Human Brain (current)
The Amazing Created Human Heart
The Amazing Created Human Respiratory System
The Amazing Created Human Digestive System
The Amazing Created Human DNA
The Amazing Created Human Ear
The Amazing Created Human Eye
The Amazing Created Human Reproduction Process
Intelligent Design
A Scientific Dissent from Darwinism
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WHY THIS SERIES?
The purpose of this series is to teach Apologetics to our people. It is very important that we equip ourselves by the right information about the existence of God & the
authenticity and infallibility of His book all with evidences from science. This kind of education has never been so badly needed as it is now for our kids and youth to
survive the vicious attacks on the Bible and God in all walks of life, be it school system, media, press, books, museums, colleges, social, entertainment, …etc. This
vicious attack, although as old as creation itself, it increased during the enlightenment age but it sky-rocketed since the 1970’s. The root cause of all these attacks
unquestionably is the evolution theory which replaced the godly creation by godless one and therefor there is no need for God with all the moral and legal
responsibilities to submit to His authority and commands and not living sinful life.
This series will have sections refuting evolution be it cosmic, chemical, astronomical, organic, and biological. Other sections discussing all-or-nothing complex
systems that are impossible to explain through bit-by-bit random evolutionary processes as incredible examples of God's handiwork in His creation.
This current presentation discusses some of the scientific facts mentioned “casually” in the Bible which were not known by scientist when they were written. There
are more scientific facts in the Bible but are not or barely handled here to keep this presentation size reasonable. The Bible includes also many other facts like
historic, Biologic, anthropic, astronomic, ..etc. some of which will be discussed in future presentations. We contemplate on these facts not only to strengthen our faith
and trust in the Bible but also be able to witness to others that the Bible must have been inspired to its writers by an omniscient God therefore this Book is authentic,
infallible, and inerrant. It follows if the Bible is correct in all these listed earthly issues it follows logically that it is correct also in its spiritual doctrines like the virgin
birth, incarnation, redemption, salvation, prophecies, eternal rewards of the saved and condemnation of the unsaved, which are the targets of the nihilistic attacks.
1/10/2020
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VERY SHORT INTRO
I find this quote from “Biblical Accuracy and Circumcision on the 8th Day” is very adequate and conclusive for this research/presentation:
“The faith of each individual Christian rests upon the bedrock foundation of the Bible’s inspiration. If the Bible is of human origin, then it
logically follows that the facts and doctrines found therein are only as reliable as human knowledge can be. However, if the biblical records
were provided by the Holy Spirit (2 Peter 1:20-21), then we have every reason to believe that the facts and doctrines recorded therein are free
of those imperfections and blemishes that characterize all purely human efforts.”
You will find in each of the following examples of “scientific facts in the Bible” that the accuracy is astonishing, and it must be inspired by the
omniscient God of the Bible. You will find even in several incidents that “inspired” is not adequate enough but it must had been “dictated” as
in the cases of Bible Gematria cases (numerical value of certain original Hebrew and Greek words) and Equidistant Letter Sequence (ELS).
This should not surprise us because the original word of inspiration in 2 Peter 1:21 is theopneustos, and itself derives from two roots—theos,
God, and pneustos to blow or breathe; i.e., theopneustos means “God-breathed”. These facts were recorded centuries if not millinials before
science “got it”. Suffice to say what goes on earthly facts goes on spiritual dogmas like virgin birth, resurrection, salvation, ..etc.
1/10/2020

Can We Trust the Bible?
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Click: can-we-trust-the-bible-by-living-waters

Please Click: Click on the box above, if a play button doesn’t appear use the link to the left
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“He spreads out the northern skies over empty space; he
suspends the earth over nothing.”
Job 26:7 Before 1700 BC.

It took science over 3000
years To catch up.

1/10/2020
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“… must wash his clothes and bathe himself with fresh water, and he
will be clean.” Leviticus 15:13, 1500 BC.
Until 1845 in the delivery rooms the doctors used to examine the women without washing
there hands or washing them in still water. More than 30% of the expectant mothers died as
results of transmitting microbes which were not known yet before discovering the
microscopes. Dr. Ignaz Simovise , Vienna General hospital in 1846, established mandatory
practice for doctors to wash there hands thoroughly before examining every women. The
death rate dropped immediately to 2%. Unfortunately, he was fired for this.

It took science over 3000 years,
again.

1/10/2020
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“… For the life of the flesh is in the blood:…”

Leviticus 17:11 (KJV) 1500 BC
We started recently finding from the blood analysis valuable
health information like kidney health, lever, thyroid, ..et. Up
to about 125 years ago bleeding was prescribed for everything
from fever to consumption to madness. For example, on 14
December 1799 the Physicians James Craik, Elisha Dick and
Gus bled former president George Washington to death. The
practice still being used though rarely.

It took science over
3000+ years, again.
1/10/2020
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“He sits enthroned above the circle of the earth, ..”
Isaiah 40:22 74-68 BC
The next 2000 years scientists were convinced that the earth is flat until
Columbus sailed around the world.
N.B.: This doesn’t preclude minority that had concluded that the earth must be globe like ancient Egyptians. Even the
head librarian of Alexandria Library the mathematician Eratosthenes (384–322 BCE) did estimate the earth’s
circumference to be 39,375 KM at amazing just 0.1% error considering the primitive means he used.

Ref.: How the Ancient Egyptians had Calculated the Earth’s Circumference
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“ the fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea,

and whatsoever pass through the paths of the
seas.”
Psalm 8:8 at 800 BC

2,650 years later in 1847, Matthew Maury Fontaine, US Navy Logistics, took God at His word and
discovered ocean currents thus saving the world myriads of money and time.
1/10/2020
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Do you send the lightning bolts on their way? Do they
report to you, 'Here we are'?
Job 38:35 some 1700 years BC
God is hinting that light can be sent and manifest itself in speech. 3300 years
later In 1864 James Clark Maxwell suggested that light and electricity two forms
of the same thing. We know now that the light is merely a visible part of the
electromagnetic waves which we use for radio communication.

In Dec. 12, 1896: Marconi demonstrated Radio for communications.
Dec. 12, 1901 Marconi Transmitted Across Atlantic. Now you barely
can see a person without a cell phone using radio waves.
1/10/2020
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“Thus the heavens and the earth were
finished, and all the host of them.” Genesis
2:1 2200 BC

Biggest lie ever

Everything is finished, sun to give us warmth, rivers to water fertile
lands, plants to nourish us, trees to give us fresh air, Milky way galaxy
to safely host the earth, razor-sharp fine-tuned universe to support and
thrive life for God’s beloved kids “us”. Nothing is incomplete, and all is
“very good” as He said “And God saw everything that he had made,
and, behold, it was very good. And the evening and the morning were
the sixth day.” Genesis 1:31.
Unfortunately 5860 years later in 1859 the old serpent used a misplaced
cleric, Darwin, to rerun his Genesis 3:1 old lie “Yea, hath God really say
‘it is finished’ or still lot of evolution is needed to get the creatures? &
really, He created all things just 6 days, billions of years? And did He
create anyway or everything came from big bang and primordial soup?
1/10/2020
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“ ..the length of the ark shall be three hundred cubits, the breadth of it fifty cubits, and the height of it

thirty cubits. Genesis 6:15 2200 BC

4000 years later in 2004 AiG mathematician Dr. Werner Gitt used sophisticated computer simulations to evaluate the stability and
the efficient use of material of the ark. Dr. Gitt found that the dimensions provide maximum payload volume while offer most
comfort (minimum vibrations) and safety. Ship builder now use the ark dimension as guidelines in their designs.
Similar results were obtained earlier in 1993 by the world class Korean ship research center (CRESCO) who found no modern
design outperformed the Biblical dimensions.
Ref.: Customers who viewed How Well Designed Was Noah's Ark? Available at AiG, Amazon, and many book stores.
1/10/2020

Ark of Noah: the real geometry and physics
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Click: Ark of Noah: the real geometry and physics

Please Click: Click on the box above, if a play button doesn’t appear use the link to the left
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“ All the days wherein the plague shall be in

him he shall be defiled; he is unclean. He
shall dwell alone; outside the camp shall his
habitation be.”
Leviticus 13:46 2200 BC

The Black Death killed 50 million people across Europe in the years
1346-53. If they followed Leviticus 13:46 right with the first cases
this 50 million people could have survived.
1/10/2020
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“Behold now Behemoth, which I made with thee; he eateth grass as
an ox. Lo now, his strength is in his loins, and his force is in the
navel of his belly. He moveth his tail like a cedar; ..” Job 40:15-24
Before 1700 BC

3550 years later some scientists not only renamed “Behemoth” to “Dinosaur” ("terrible lizard“) but
also decided it was extinct 65 million years ago! God, in His theology lecture to Job, talks about
Behemoth as contemporary to Job & certainly as something well known to him. But NO, “Yea, hath
God said, ‘Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden’?” Genesis 3:1 again. Observe “He that made
him can make His sword to approach unto him” Job 40:19, insinuating God can extinct it, and He
dead indeed. Doesn’t the Bible know better?
1/10/2020

the nature of science
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THE UNIVERSE:
TIME, SPACE, & MATTER
”In the beginning [TIME] God created the heaven [SPACE] and the earth [MATTER]
.” Genesis 1:1. it Took the scientists 35 Centuries to admit that the time, space, and matter
have a beginning and not eternal when the French priest Georges Lemaître in 1927
hypothesized how God created everything out of nothing, exnihilate. It goes without saying
He must be outside TIME, SPACE, & MATTER, exactly like the Bible teaches.1
• The Beginning: Science had always thought that the time, space, and matter are eternal
until 1931 when science started to toy with the idea of beginning. The Explorer 66, launched
on November 18, 1989, confirmed that there must be a beginning , Genesis 1:1 above (by
scanning the cosmic microwave background) and therefore an end “But the day of the Lord
will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass away with a great noise,
and the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the works that are therein
shall be burned up.” 2 Peter 3:10, the Bible foretold Centuries earlier. Doesn’t the Bible
know better?

1See

next slide

Cosmic Microwave Background
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GOD IS OUT OF
TIME, SPACE, & MATTER
• God has no beginning: Psalm 90:2 “Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever you had formed the earth and the world, from
everlasting to everlasting you are God.”
• God has no beginning and eternal: Titus 1:2 “In hope of eternal life, which God, who never lies, promised before the ages began”
• God has no end: Hebrews 7:3 “He is without father or mother or genealogy, having neither beginning of days nor end of life, but resembling
the Son of God he continues a priest forever.”
• God is eternal: Mark 10:29-30 “ And Jesus answered and said, Verily I say unto you, There is no man that hath left house, or brethren, or
sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for my sake, and the gospel's, But he shall receive an hundredfold now in this time,
houses, and brethren, and sisters, and mothers, and children, and lands, with persecutions; and in the world to come eternal life.”
• God is Spirit: John 4:24 “God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth.”
• God is immortal: 1 Timothy 1:17 “To the King of ages, immortal, invisible, the only God, be honor and glory forever and ever. Amen.”
1/10/2020
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THE
UNIVERSE:
EMPTY & VOID
• The Universe is Empty: The universe is really vast. Just consider the
solar system diameter is 11,346 million miles and it swishes through
space at over 500,000 miles per hour for over 6,000 years and we
never heard it encountered another other galaxy or even a star. The
nearest stars to us Alpha Centauri A& B are 4.3 light years away. It
shows not only how vast is the universe but also how omniscient and
omnipotent is the universe architect. 2000 BC the bible declares "He
stretches out the north over empty space; he hangs the earth on
nothing [Job 26:7]. Science in the past thought the earth is carried
by some giants or floating on water.
• That Hole In The North: In Aug 23, 2007 astronomers discovered a
1.8 billion light year hole in the universe towards the north. They
should have asked us 4 millennia's ago: See Job 26:7 above.
Ref.: CMB cold spot. Doesn’t the Bible know better?

The 0bservable universe
is so empty, some
estimate each m3 is
occupied on the
average by mass
equivalent to just 6
protons (9.9×10−27
kg/m3)
The 0bservable universe

Nothingness of Space
Could Illuminate the
Theory of Everything

1/10/2020
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THE UNIVERSE:
IS EXPANDING
An Expanding Universe: The Bible stated no less than 43

times that the universe is expanding like in Isaiah 40:22 “It is he that
sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as
grasshoppers; that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and
spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in:” and Isaiah 44:24"“Thus
saith the LORD, thy redeemer, and he that formed thee from the
womb, I am the LORD that maketh all things; that stretcheth forth
the heavens alone; that spreadeth abroad the earth by myself;”
written over 2,000 years ago. The science caught up when Edwin
Hubble in 1929 showed that distant galaxies were receding from the
earth at tremendous speeds, which leads to the possibility that the
earth could be the center of the universe specially if we consider the
anthropic principles; the razor-sharp fine tuning of some three dozens
of universal constants. It is the center of God's attention.
Credit: Pillars of Creation

1/10/2020
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THE UNIVERSE:
COUNTLESS & SINGING STARS

• The countless stars: 1500 BC God told us that the stars are so
numerous that we cannot count them: “.. Look now toward
heaven and count the stars, if thou be able to number them. ..”
Genesis 15:5. Until the 2nd Century Egyptian astronomer
Ptolemy listed the names and locations of 1,028 stars only. Now
adays the observable universe is estimated to include about
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 , or about 10 21 and counting, each
one of us on planet earth can have 15 billion of them.
• Those Singing Stars: Science has discovered that stars emit
radio waves as a high pitch, which can be received on earth.
God mentioned this 2,000 BC in Job 38:7 "When the
morning stars sang together..."

Click to hear the stars: Singing stars
1/10/2020
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COSMOLOGY:
QUANTUM MECHANICS
• Quantum Mechanics: in nutshell is mathematical description of the motion and interaction of
subatomic particles, incorporating quantization of energy, wave-particle duality, the
uncertainty, ..et. It leads to hypothesis that matter is indeed concentrated energy.
• The Bible states “And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.” Genesis 1:3. God
created the light before the sun and stars.
• Howbeit that Moses over 3,400 years ago had hunch that the light, which we discovered very
recently that it is electromagnetic wave/energy, is the source of the sun and stars and not the
other way around unless he was inspired by omniscient God who created it all by His word?
• Also, the Bible stated some 2,000 years ago “Through faith we understand that the worlds were
framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do
appear.” Hebrews 11:3 very adequately telling us in layman language that the material we see is
composed of atoms which cannot be seen because they are infinitesimally small. Also it can
mean that these infinitesimally small atoms are made of concentrated energy. One of too many
indications that the Bible must have been inspired by the omniscient God.
Click: QUANTUM MECHANICS and THE BIBLE - The Bible was RIGHT before SCIENCE

1/10/2020
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COSMOLOGY:
SUN ORBIT, & GRAVITATIONAL
PROPERTIES OF CONSTELLATIONS
• The Orbit of The Sun: The Bible taught us “His [the sun's] going
forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit …." Psalm
19:4-6. Astronomers used to scoff us until they recently
discovered that the sun is moving through space at approximately
500,000 miles per hour around the center of the milky way.
• Gravitational Properties of Constellations: God asked Job “Can
you bind the cluster of the Pleiades, Or loose the belt of Orion?”
(Job 38:31). In the last century astrophysicists have discovered
that the stars of Pleiades (cluster of 7 stars. ) move in unison with
each other and are thus gravitationally bound unlike the Orion
cluster which is gravitational unbound.

Reference: How Earth
Moves with the sun?

Hubble’s look through the Pleiades (M45).
Image: NASA, ESA and AURA, Caltech

Credit: Orion the Hunter
now easy to view
1/10/2020

SIDE NOTE:
ONCE SOMEONE SAID
• Earth speed: 514,000 +/- 25,500 Miles/Hr.
• “If the earth is dashing through the space at a speed over half million Miles
per hour and none is in control, we are in big trouble. *” In a Russian
astronaut speech in American college, rephrased.
• It is either someone in control or some law giver put the laws which is in
control.
• Now think of our Milky way galaxy which contains hundreds of billion stars
like the sun, moreover the hundreds of billions of other galaxies all dashing
gracefully under His control and we haven’t heard of two stars colliding.
• Let alone He spoke all these galaxies into existence.
Reference: How fast is the Earth moving with respect to the rest of the universe?

Reference: How Earth Moves?

Won’t you agree He must have the attributes: Omnibenevolence, Omnipotence, Omnipresence, Omniscience, Oneness,
Providence, Righteousness,.. and He deserves our full submission, praise, and worship?
(He also have the attributes: Aseity, Eternity, Graciousness, Holiness, Immanence, Immutability, Impassibility, Impeccability,
Incorporeality, Love, Mission, Simplicity, Transcendence, Trinity, Veracity, Wrath)
Reference: Attributes of God in Christianity
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THE EARTH:
ATOMS, GLOBE, & ROTATION
• Atoms: In 1899 Ernst Rutherford discovered that the atom
is extremely small (can be seen only by electron
microscopes), almost empty space and almost all its weight
is in its center. St. Paul told us already in the first Century
“… so that what is seen was made from things that are
invisible.” Hebrews 11:3.
• The Earth is a Sphere: See count down #7 above.
• The Rotation Of The Earth: This was possibly insinuated in
Job 38:12 “Hast thou commanded the morning since thy
days; and caused the dayspring to know his place;”

Credit: Soheir Zaki

Credit: What would happen
if the Earth stopped rotating?
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THE EARTH: PANGAEA

Pangaea and Peleg: Geologists believe all continents were one piece (Pangaea which means 'all lands' in Greek) and
started to split 250 million years ( ) ago. The Bible says “And unto Eber were born two sons: the name of one was
Peleg; for in his days was the earth divided; ….” Genesis 10:25. Eber was born after the flood, about 2300 BC though.
Never mind the millions of years evolutionists claim, the whole process may had taken just few years 4,300 years ago.
1/10/2020
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First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics:
• The first law: States neither matter nor
energy can be created or destroyed. The
Bible says in Genesis 2:1 (after creation):
"Thus the heavens and the earth were
finished, …." The Hebrew word
“finished” is in past definite tense meaning
finished once and for all.
• The 2nd Law: States that all systems
degenerate from order to disorder. The
Bible says “ "For the heavens will vanish
away like smoke, the earth will grow old
like a garment...” (Isaiah 51:6), very
accurate!

• “Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them.” Genesis 2:1 2200
BC.. God is declaring here He finished creating all what He wanted to create and from that
point on nothing will be added or removed. The thermodynamic laws state: (1)The amount
of matter and energy is constant in a closed system though they are interchangeable. (2)In a
closed system the amount of useable energy is decreasing (degenerating).
1/10/2020
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THE EARTH: TALKING LIGHTNING
& THE TREASURES OF THE SNOW
• Talking Lightning?: See count down #5 above.
• The Treasures of The Snow: In the book of Job (written
some 4,000 years ago), God asks Job if he had entered into “the
treasures of the snow” Job [38:22]. With the advent of the
microscope, man discovered that the ice crystal of each snowflake
has a unique and often beautifully symmetrical pattern. Quite a
"treasure."
• The Hydrologic Cycle: the Bible accurately portrays of this cycle
2,500 years before it was widely accepted “For He draws up the
drops of water, they distill rain from the mist, which the clouds
pour down, they drip upon man abundantly.” [Job 36:27,28]
1/10/2020
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THE EARTH:
MEASURING THE WATERS
• Measuring The Waters: Modern science has proved that the

quantity of water on Earth is precisely adequate for our needs. If the sea
became three meters deeper, the water would absorb all the carbon
dioxide thus hampering the plant photosynthesis consequently the
Oxygen will diminish. The water will also absorb the nitrogen thus less
nitrogen will be available for the soil and thus it becomes less fertile.
Decreasing the Oxygen and the Nitrogen will cause no creature could
live any longer. Isaiah 40:12 (written 2080 years ago) "Who has
measured the waters in the hollow of His hand...“
• As a matter of fact If the Earth was a smooth spheroid the current water
would cover it by 2.6 Mile depth. Any skeptic thinks that the world
water is not enough for worldwide flood?
Credit: Water distribution on Earth
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THE EARTH: STANDING
OUT OF THE WATER
• It was discovered recently (@2016) that in the earth mantel
(the layer of hot rock between the earth’s surface and its
core) there is vast amount of water equal three times all the
water in all the oceans, sees, lakes, and rivers. This is
another confirmation for the science in the Bible: “For this
they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the
heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the water
and in the water:” 2 Peter 3:5
• See also: Water discovered deep beneath Earth's surface - USA Today
& Pockets of water may lie deep below Earth’s surface

Credit: wonders-live-population-the-flood-and-more-with-jay-seegert
Credit: Pockets of water may lie deep below Earth’s surface
1/10/2020
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• Air Currents: The wind goes toward the south and turns
around to the north; The wind whirls about continually and
comes again on its circuit. [Ecclesiastes 1:6] The Bible
describes the circulation of the atmosphere and shows some
principles of aerodynamics.
• Air Has Weight: The fact that air has weight was proven
scientifically only about 300 years ago. 4,000 years ago the
Bible stated, “To make the weight for the winds; and he
weigheth the waters by measure.” Job 28:25
Credit: The Sun and Convection Currents | Texas Gateway
1/10/2020
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• The Paths Of The Seas: See count down #6 above.
• Mountains Under The Seas: Jonah talked about his
encounter in the whale belly “I went down to the
bottoms of the mountains; the earth with her bars was
about me forever: yet hast thou brought up my life from
corruption, O Lord my God.” Jonah 2:6. Only recently
has man discovered that there are mountains on the
ocean floor such as the Eastern Pacific Rise mountain
chain. Incidentally, this proves also that Jonah had
been really in the belly of the whale and came back to
tell his encounter because there were no submarines or
scuba diving at his time.

Credit: NEUTRAL PROTON - WordPress.com
Did you Know : World's Largest Mountain Range is lying deep down
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MAN:
FROM DUST & COUPLE
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• Man from Dust:
•

1500 BC The Bible stated in Genesis 2:7 “And the LORD God formed man of the
dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.”
Science caught up recently when researchers at NASA's Ames Research Center confirmed that every
element in man can be found in the soil. See From Dust to Dust.
Adam And Eve: Recently comparing mutation rates between human Mitochondrial DNA has
proved that all human beings came from one woman. Also, there is now considerable debates in the
scientific community over recent Y-chromosome studies which indicate that all human beings have a
common father. All Humanity has the same parents as shown in Genesis 3,500 years ago when it stated
that God created Adam and Eve in His last day of creation, the sixth day. Genesis 2:23-24 “ And
Adam said, This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh: she shall be called Woman, because
she was taken out of Man. Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother and shall cleave unto
his wife: and they shall be one flesh.”

1/10/2020

MAN: ADAM & EVE,
REPOPULATION AFTER THE
FLOOD, & EARTH AGE
Genesis 3:20 “ And Adam
called his wife's name Eve;
because she was the mother of
all living.”
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2 Peter 2:5 “And spared not the old
world, but saved Noah the eighth
person, a preacher of righteousness,
bringing in the flood upon the world of
the ungodly;”

Credit: wonders-live-population-the-flood-and-more-with-jay-seegert
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MAN: MUTATIONS & EPIGENETICS
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Close enough, Adam (and the world) was created just about 6,000-7,000
years ago according the Bible. The flood about 4,300 years ago.
Calculating for 200 generations you get 30 years per generation. Most
of the bad mutations happened after the flood because the conditions
deteriorated a lot due to the flood. Obviously, there is no millions of
years of evolution. The science is catching up.

“Keeping mercy …..; visiting the iniquity of
the fathers upon the children, and upon the
children's children, unto the third and to the
fourth generation.” Exodus 7:34. Can the
Epigenetics, which influences the gene
control based on what we experience, and it
gets transferred to the offspring?

Credit: wonders-live-population-the-flood-and-more-with-jay-seegert
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MAN: DNA DIVERSITY
& BIBLICAL YOUNG CREATION
Secular scientist says Dr. Thaler: "Scholars have previously
argued that 99% of all animal species that ever lived are now
extinct. Our work suggests that most species of animals alive
today are like humans, descendants of ancestors who
emerged from small populations possibly with nearextinction events within the last few hundred thousand
years.”
Ref: Far from special_ Humanity's tiny DNA differences are 'average' in animal
kingdom Never mind the title, important is that all came at the same time from
just one pair of male/female.
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JEFFREY P. TOMKINS, PH.D.: “Amazingly, these
are fairly accurate dates for both the original creation
event and the Babel dispersion after the Flood. The
confined populations are descended from the people
groups created at the Tower of Babel when the
languages became confused. Of course, the median
common ancestor of all humans would represent
Adam and Eve.”

JEFFREY P. TOMKINS, PH.D.: “The resulting data
showed a very recent, massive burst of human genetic
diversification—mostly associated with genetic entropy. One
author stated, “The maximum likelihood time for accelerated
growth was 5,115 years ago.”5 This places the beginning of
the period of genetic decline close to the Genesis Flood,
when the earth began its repopulation through Noah’s family
and humans rapidly diversified”

Ref: Genetic Clocks Verify Recent Creation

Ref: Genetic Entropy Points to a Young Creation
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MAN:
SEED OF A WOMAN
Seed of a Woman?: Until a few centuries ago, it was not common
knowledge that women possess half of the ‘seed of life’ or, in more technical
terms, ovum while men possess the other half. Instead, it was widely
believed that the woman was nothing more than a ‘glorified incubator’.
Genesis 3:15 states “And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and
between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise
his heel.” Despite this verse’s accurate scientific meaning we should
remember that the main meaning of the word seed here (zera in Hebrew)
simply refers to Eve's descendant, Jesus Christ the savior of the world. This
was fulfilled by the virgin birth of the Lord Jesus and His death on the cross
for our salvation.
1/10/2020

MEDICAL:
CIRCUMCISION ON 8TH DAY
• God commanded Israel to circumcise their sons on the
EIGHTH DAY: “And he that is eight days old shall
be circumcised among you, …” Genesis 17:12.
• Eighth day means spiritually that the baby boy had
lived a Saturday thus experienced the Holiness of
Sabbat and can enter the covenant of Jewish people.
• Equally crucial is the medical (earthly) reason. In 1935
professor H. Dam found that on the 8th day the boy (or
girl for that matter) will have his/her highest lifetime
level of protection against hemorrhaging and death. In
fact he/she will have 110% of the normal 100% value.
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• Vitamin K is produced only by bacteria in the intestinal
tract. It is responsible of the prothrombin production in
the baby's lever.
• It was found that from 5th to 8th days of the new boy's
life there is adequate amount of vitamin K and
prothrombin level reaches its lifetime highest level on
the 8th day thus the new bourn boy has maximum
protection against hemorrhaging which otherwise could
cause severe brain damage and possibly death.

• Here is the reason: Blood clotting is dependent on 3
factors: platelets, prothrombin, and vitamin K.
Ref: 8TH DAY CIRCUMCISION, 8TH DAY CIRCUMCISION, : How circumcision
shows God exists
Graph & pics Credit: How circumcision shows God exists
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MEDICAL:
CIRCUMCISION
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Click:: science-and-the-bible-episode-8-why-circumcision-was-performed-on-day-8-genesis-17-12

Click: bible-fact-circumcision-on-the-8th-day-of-life-was-stated-before-the-discovery-of-science
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MEDICAL:
QUARANTINE & HEALTHY DIET
• Quarantine of Leprosy and Plague.. Hansen’s Disease or a Variety of Infectious Sicknesses: See count down #9 above.

• Healthy Dietary: God gave Adam the healthiest diet: “And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing
seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall
be for meat.” Genesis 1:29. Man (and animals) was instructed to be vegetarian which is the healthiest diet possible.
• After the flood Good allowed us to eat meats: “Everything that lives and moves about will be food for you. Just as I gave
you the green plants, I now give you everything.” Genesis 9:3. After the flood man (and animals) could eat meats,
however later in the Torah many advices for selecting the least harmful meats as in Leviticus 11:7-8 which gives dietary
guidelines in form of commands to avoid health dangers “And the swine, though he divide the hoof, and be clovenfooted, yet he cheweth not the cud; he is unclean to you.” Also Leviticus 11:9-12 “These shall ye eat of all that are in the
waters: whatsoever hath fins and scales in the waters, in the seas, and in the rivers, them shall ye eat. And all that have
not fins and scales in the seas, and in the rivers, of all that move in the waters, and of any living thing which is in the
waters, they shall be an abomination unto you: They shall be even an abomination unto you; ye shall not eat of their
flesh, but ye shall have their carcasses in abomination. Whatsoever hath no fins nor scales in the waters, that shall be an
abomination unto you.” In other words, Scripture states that we should avoid those sea creatures which do not have fins
or scales. We now know that bottom-feeders tend to consume waste and are likely to carry diseases. Also a primary
reason pork was prohibited was to protect the Israelites from diseases more commonly carried by scavengers.

Credit: healthy food concept
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MEDICAL:
HEALTHY DIET
It goes without saying that God trusts us now to handle our
foods properly to get rid of possible contamination and hence He
offered St. Peter all you can eat buffet full of all kinds of beasts.
“…vessel descending upon him, as it had been a great sheet …
Wherein were all manner of four-footed beasts of the earth, and
wild beasts, and creeping things, and fowls of the air. And there
came a voice to him, Rise, Peter; kill, and eat” Acts 10:11-14.
A spiritual meaning for this is that the gentiles should be
preached too.
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MEDICAL:
ANESTHESIA & RIB REGROWTH
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• Genesis 2:21 “And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall
upon Adam, and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and
closed up the flesh instead thereof; “ Certainly what God
means here with deep sleep is total anesthesia in layman
language.

M
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• Genesis 2:22 “And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from
man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man.” As
kids we though that Adam and all men have one less rip than
the women. As adult we though Adam just lived his life with
one rip missing. Recently it was discovered that a rip if
removed carefully out of its periosteum (the tissue incasing the
rip) it will regenerate.
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• How could Moses, even with his ancient Egyptian degrees,
could know either of these medical facts which we discovered
only recently unless he got it firsthand from God.
Ref: Regenerating ribs Adam and that ‘missing’ rib

Please click: Why did God use Adam’s rib to create Eve?
1/10/2020
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END TIME:
EARTH AS A GLOBE
The Second Coming Takes Place During The Day AND Night:
Matthew 24:40: “40 Then shall two be in the field; the one shall be
taken, and the other left.” And Luke 17:34 “34 I tell you, in that
night there shall be two men in one bed; the one shall be taken, and
the other shall be left.” .These verses show clearly that part of the
world will be day because the two people are in the field working
while another part of the world will be night because two people are
in the bed sleeping. The Bible shows full knowledge of the earth as
a globe and therefore at any given hour areas are having daylight and
at work while others have nighttime and are sleeping and areas
have times in between. See also count down #1.

Credit: Day and Night World Map
EST time = Friday, February 24, 2017 at 01:32:00 P.M. ☺
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MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA & 𝝅
Gematria: One of the very intriguing tools of mathematics in the Bible is called Gematria (Hebrew:  גימטריה,gēmaṭriyā) is a system of assigning

numerical value to each letter in a word or phrase, in the belief that words or phrases with identical numerical values bear some relation to each other, or bear
some relation to the number itself as it may apply to a person's age, the calendar year, or the like. Here are some examples:

In the verse of the Bible that contains a circumference and diameter: “And he made a molten sea, ten cubits from the one brim to
the other: it was round all about, and his height was five cubits: and a line of thirty cubits did compass it round about.” (1 Kings
7:23), the Hebrew word for circumference contains an extra character at the end that can only add value to the word by applying
Gematria. Baslaeal used the equation: Circumference Cb = 3 (replacement for 𝝅) x diameter D instead of
C 𝝅 = 𝝅 x D. Amazingly that the value of 𝝅 = 3 (replacement for 𝝅) x the value of the word with the added character (11) / the
value of the original word (106). More surprisingly the value of 𝝅 is achieved to within 4 decimal places, as accurate as the value
used by NASA. Can this be coincidence or polls eye concurrence?
N.B.: There is another 𝝅, see slide #52.
Ref: THE BIBLE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE Part 1 of 2 - Chuck Missler starting at 53:30

Credit: Solomon’s Temple
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MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA & 𝝅
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MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA & 𝝅
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MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA 𝝅 & E
• The Pi 𝝅 : Genesis 1:1 “In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth”

if you examine in original Hebrew the numerical values of each of the Hebrew letters, and the numerical value of the words (see chart), and apply
them to this formula:
(The number of letters x the product of the letters) divided by
(The number of words x the product of the words)
You get 3.1416 x 1017. Ignoring the 1017 we get the value of π to four decimal places!

• Natural Logarithms “e”: Is less known except for

engineers, mathematicians and scientists is coded in Genesis
John 1:1 “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God.” In original Greek:

If we calculate the gematria we get 2.7183 x 1040. Ignoring the 1040 we get the value of e. Curious!
Ref: THE BIBLE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE Part 1 of 2 - Chuck Missler starting at 54:20
1/10/2020

MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA 𝝅
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“In the beginning God
created the heaven and the
earth. “ Genesis 1:1
Gematria
Ref: THE BIBLE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE Part 1
of 2 - Chuck Missler starting at 54:20

1/10/2020

MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA & E
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“In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word
was God.” John 1:1
Gematria
Ref: THE BIBLE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE Part 1
of 2 - Chuck Missler starting at 54:20
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MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA & COSMOLOGY
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Cosmic Calculations: Recently I watched more
captivating video using the Hebrew names for sun,
moon, and earth showing linear relation between the
gematria of these names and the physical
characteristics of them. Even all the solar system
gematria holds similar relations. Did God name these
celestial bodies and designed the gematria?
Credit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvKlP7hEo-Q
1/10/2020

MATHEMATICS:
GEMATRIA & COSMOLOGY
Correlation between the solar system bodies
name values and their diameter logarithms.
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Correlation between Day, Month, & Year name values and their Frequency [HZ]
logarithms.
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MATHEMATICS:
EQUIDISTANT LETTER SEQUENCE
(ELS)
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Equidistant Letter Sequence ELS: ELS is a sequence of equally spaced letters in the text not counting spaces and punctuation
marks. One of the important ELS findings is the word “TORAH” and “YHWH” found in the first 5 Books of the Torah at 50 letter
sequence starting by first “T”. Observe the number 50 is for Pentecost or Jubilee for the Jews. What amazing outwordly ingenuity in
constructing sentences, using words, assigning meaning for each word not only across a book but all the books as well as all daily
usage of words, abiding with language rules, and producing not only meaningfull context but also ingenious intelligent congruent
consistent history, doctrines, instructions, and teaching across the Torah. This 50 ELS was for centuries the tool for scribers to
proofread the Torah books during hand copying before releasing a copy that is before printing was invented. It is just one of many
signs that the Bible is authentic, inerrant, inspired if not dictated by the one ingenious God who deserves our praise and worship.
Ref: THE BIBLE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE Part 1 of 2 - Chuck Missler starting at 57:00

PTO
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MATHEMATICS:
ELS TORAH POINTS TO YHWH

ELS is being studied by many scholars.
Many intriguing data
Is being found pointing to past,
current, or future incidents
(prophecies?). It should be
remembered that the ELS is possible
only on the old Hebrew or Greek
original text. It is believed that the
Bible, like the DNA, is read like ordinary
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language sequentially but it is also
readable by numerous ELS
sequences yielding the whole
humanity history. It goes without
saying this means the whole Bible
text is not only inspired by God but
possibly large parts of it is dictated
word for word by God.
Ref: The Bible Codes, Michael Drosnin \

Amazing hidden message: All the Torah points to YHWH the LORD
1/10/2020
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MATHEMATICS:
ELS & YETZAK RABIN ASSASSINATION
• ELS had yielded predictions like several finding by the author of
the reference book. One of his first findings is: “Yetzak Rabin”
“Assasin that will assassinate” “in 5756 (=1995-96 AD)” “Amir”
“Tel Aviv”.
• This prediction was found in September 1, 1994. Because the
awareness of the ELS was (and I believe still) not taken seriously,
the prediction was not taken seriously.
• On November 4, 1995 Yetzak Rabin was gunned by a terrorist
called Amir who was killed on the spot by the secret service.
• Other assassinations like Kennedy’s and Sadat’s are found by the
ELS too.
1/10/2020
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MATHEMATICS:
ELS AMAZING PATTERNS
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MATHEMATICS:
AMAZING PATTERNS
Jesus’ life keywords

At the feet of the cross,
observe no “Judas”
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MATHEMATICS:
The Number Seven: The recurrence of the number seven - or an exact multiple of
seven - is found throughout the Bible and is widely recognized. Examples: Creation
week, 7 days a week, 7 spirits of God, 7 Churches of the Revelation, the “Shabbat”
Hebrew Saturday and name for 7 is Holiday, freeing Hebrew slaves in the 7th year;
Revelation 7 seals; trumpets; bowels; beast’s heads; …etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

7th day rest day
7th day sanctified
7 years of plenty
7 seals, 7 bowls, 7 trumpets
7 light colors
7 spirits of God

7 days a week
70 weeks of Jacob
7 years of famine
7X70 forgive your brother
7 arms of the manora
…..etc
1/10/2020
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MATHEMATICS:
HEPTADIC
The Heptadic (seven-fold) Structure: The recurrence of the number seven - or an
exact multiple of seven - is found throughout the Bible and is widely recognized. One of
this Heptadic Structures is found by Dr. Ivan Panin in the Last 12 Verses of Mark in the
original Greek text. He identified 75 heptadic features in these verses, some of these
features are:
• Total number of words in these verses are (7X25)
• These verses use (7 x 14) different words
• The number of letters (7X79)
• The number of vowels (7X24)
• The number of consonants is (7 x 37)
• (7 x 12) are found before in Mark;
• (7 x 2) are found only here.
• (7 x 6) are found in the Lord's address (vv.15-18);
• (7 x 8) are not part of His vocabulary here.
• …. Count 67 more, total of SEVENTY FIVE different features.
Credit: Additions or Deletions?

•

9 αναστας δε πρωι πρωτη σαββατου εφανη πρωτον μαρια τη μαγδαληνη αφ ης εκβεβληκει

•

10 εκεινη πορευθεισα απηγγειλεν

•

11 κακεινοι ακουσαντες οτι ζη και εθεαθη υπ αυτης ηπιστησαν

•

12 μετα δε ταυτα δυσιν εξ αυτων περιπατουσιν εφανερωθη

•

13 κακεινοι απελθοντες απηγγειλαν τοις λοιποις ουδε εκεινοις επιστευσαν

•

14 υστερον ανακειμενοις αυτοις τοις ενδεκα εφανερωθη

•

15 και ειπεν αυτοις πορευθεντες εις τον κοσμον απαντα κηρυξατε το ευαγγελιον

•

16 ο πιστευσας και βαπτισθεις σωθησεται

•

17 σημεια δε τοις πιστευσασιν

•

18 οφεις αρουσιν καν θανασιμον τι πιωσιν ου μη αυτους βλαψει επι αρρωστους χειρας

•

19 ο μεν ουν κυριος μετα το λαλησαι αυτοις ανεληφθη εις τον ουρανον και εκαθισεν εκ δεξιων

•

20 εκεινοι δε εξελθοντες εκηρυξαν πανταχου του κυριου συνεργουντος και τον λογον

επτα δαιμονια

τοις μετ αυτου γενομενοις πενθουσιν και κλαιουσιν

αγρον

εν ετερα μορφη πορευομενοις εις

και ωνειδισεν την απιστιαν αυτων
και σκληροκαρδιαν οτι τοις θεασαμενοις αυτον εγηγερμενον ουκ επιστευσαν
κτισει

παση τη

ο δε απιστησας κατακριθησεται

ταυτα παρακολουθησει εν τω ονοματι μου δαιμονια
εκβαλουσιν γλωσσαις λαλησουσιν καιναις
επιθησουσιν και καλως εξουσιν
του θεου

βεβαιουντος δια των επακολουθουντων σημειων αμην

See also Evidence of Design: for another amazing Heptadic in the 1st 17 verses of the
Book od Matthew.
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SIDE NOTE:
HEPTADIC & SUPER PC’S
If a supercomputer could be programmed to attempt 400 million attempts/second,
working day and night, it would take one million of them over four million years to
identify a combination of 734 heptadic features by unaided chance alone for ONLY 34
features. For the 75 features these million computers will take 4X747 years. Even with
the evolutionists’ universe age of 14X1012 it will require more than 1026 universe
evolutionists’ age.
Why are we surprised? God has declared that He "has magnified His word even above
His name!“* We can, indeed, have confidence that, in fact, the Bible is God's Holy Word:
*Psalm 138:2-3 KJV “I will worship toward thy holy temple and praise thy name for thy lovingkindness

and for thy truth: for thou hast magnified thy word above all thy.”
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THE WAY OF THE MASTER
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Click: can-we-trust-the-bible-by-living-waters

Please Click: Click on the box above, if a play button doesn’t appear use the link to the left
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CONCLUSION

Although the Bible is not a science book it includes plethora
amount of scientific information hundreds and thousands of
years before the science discover them. More importantly
unlike science books the Bible never needed nor will need to
be updated because its information are correct once for all.
The Bible gave us light in many aspects of science, including
but not limited to the following list
• The Bible is the Word of God (2 Timothy 3:16), and God cannot lie (Hebrews 6:18).
1/10/2020
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CONCLUSION
The Scriptures are abounding with statements suggesting scientific knowledge which
predates the corresponding discoveries of secular science. Given that Bible writers
were not scientists, and given that the scientific information at their disposal was
generally misleading, the accuracy of the Bible can only be attributed to the
inspiration of God.

The Universe

Time, Space, and matter have beginning, An Initial Void, An Expanding Universe,
Space is Empty, That Hole in The North, Air Has Weight, Those Singing Stars,
And There are Quite a Few of Them

The Earth

Atoms are mostly empty, The Earth is a Sphere, The Rotation Of The Earth, The
Orbit of The Sun,
Gravitational Properties of Constellations, Pangaea and Peleg, First and Second
Laws of Thermodynamics,
Talking Lightning (wireless), the Treasures of The Snow, The Hydrologic Cycle,
1/10/2020
Measuring The Waters, Air Currents
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CONCLUSION CONTINUED
The Oceans

The Paths Of The Seas, Mountains Under The Seas, Springs Under The Seas

Man

Man from Dust, Adam And Eve, All Humanity is One Blood, Life is in the Blood,
Blood Clotting in Infants

Medical Knowledge in Ancient Times..

Leprosy and Plague.. Hansen’s Disease or a Variety of Infectious Sicknesses,
Those Old Time Dietary
Guidelines

The End Times

The Second Coming Takes Place During The Day AND Night

Miscellaneous

The Dinosaur, Precise Dimensions of Noah's Ark, Mathematics
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CONTINUED
• All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, vand is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for 3instruction in righteousness, 2 Timothy 3:16

• 18 That by two immutable things, in which it was impossible for God to lie, we might have a
strong consolation, who have fled for refuge to lay hold upon the hope set before us:
Hebrews 6:18
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CONCLUSION CONTINUED
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1. What did the Bible teach us about:
a. What carries the earth
b. Avoiding transmitting diseases
c. The value of the blood
d. The shape of the earth
e. Oceans blank was discovered by Matthew Maury Fontaine
f. Radio
g. Laws of thermodynamics
h. Ship building
i. Epidemics
j. Dinosaurs
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QUIZ CONTINUED
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2. Universe, mention at least 7 items
a. Time and blank and blank
b. Eternal/has blank
c. Space is blank.
d. Hole in the blank
e. Air has blank
f. Space is blank
g. Singing blank
h. blank stars
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QUIZ CONTINUED
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3. The Earth, mention at least 7 items
a. Atoms are virtually blank
b. Shape is blank
c. The earth Rot…n
d. blank Orbits blank
e. Gravitational Properties of blank
f. blank happened in Peleg time
g. 1st and 2nd laws of ther…..cs
h. Hydraulic cycle ocean water blank and becomes blank and it falls as blank
i. Winds cause by blank
j. Air cycle south then turns and goes blank
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4. The Oceans, mention at least 7 items
a. Matthew Maury Fontaine blank blank
b. Ocean floor have blank
c. Ocean floor have blank
5. The Man
a. Adam made Out of blank. Eve from blank, the only bone that regrows ☺
b. One single parents blank
c. One blood and blank
d. life in blank
e. Why concussion must be on 8th day of baby’s life
f. seed of the blank
6. The Medical knowledge
a. To prevent epidemics plague were blank
b. Dietary guidelines forbid blanks
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7. The End time, what does it say about day and night?
8. What Gematria means blank
a. “In the beginning God created heaven and earth” gives blank
b. “In the beginning the word was with God and the word was God” gives blank
9. What do you know about ELS and give me example
10.Give me 3 examples of the importance of the number 7
a. Creation blank, 7 days a blank, 7 spirits of blank, 7 Ch.. of the Revelation, the “Shabbat”
Hebrew Saturday and name for 7 is Shabbat, freeing blank salves in the 7th year, …etc.
11.What do you know about the Heptadic structure
12.What do you conclude of this lesson “Scientific Facts in the Bible”
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